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ROTARY INTERNATIONAL
Association of Great Britain and Ireland
ROTARY CLUB OF MELTON MOWBRAY

Notes from International Committee Meeting, 5th March 2007 

Committee Members:
Joe Carrington
John Dehnel
Richard Fisher
Marshall Pobjoy
Mike Powderly
John Redwood

Item 1: Projects for 2007-08
Input from the RIBI Assembly this weekend is that the RIBI President-elect wishes Foundation to be the focus of all international activity.  There are no other preferred RIBI international projects this coming year.

Some possibilities from District, suggested by Chris Chew, that we may like to consider are:
Farm Africa - can we help via Brooksby's expertise?
Emergency box / life box at £250 each
Water aid

We discussed and listed the following ideas to consider for inclusion in a more detailed proposal at the next meeting (discussion then to include the finances required for these projects):

	Philippines – continue with current areas of work (matching grant for hospital equipment in Boljoon, other projects with RC Tagbilaran as they arise, other projects with District 3860).  The current activity exploring a wider sourcing of redundant hospital equipment should continue, and we would anticipate the main outlet for this initially to be the Philippines, as there is an established and willing outlet there.
	India – discuss possibilities with Pam Posnett (John D)

Aquabox – budget some money to donate if and when appropriate
	Farm Africa - can we help via engaging Brooksby's expertise?
	Repeat the Gap Year Bursary, ensuring we get further publicity for the club from this.

We felt that there are already numerous interactions with Poland and we would not wish to duplicate or remove focus from these

It was agreed that we should not aim to cover a wide range of projects, and that we should focus on deeper involvement with fewer projects	

We will liase with Belvoir Club to establish their plans and see if any joint activity Is beneficial (Richard)


Item 2: Current Projects:
Philippines (John D):
Potential hospital in Boljoon:
	Further contact with RC Mandaue North (Deo Dumaraos, DD) received today.  The charitable foundation which would own the land and building is being formed.  DD’s company is discussing licensing and future funding with the department of health.
	The sectional building at Masterfoods Waltham will be extremely expensive to ship to the Philippines.  We will continue discussions, but it is unlikely this will be viable.  John D to check if Richard’s contacts at Masterfoods can be of any assistance.
	With the demise of the 3H grant in Tagbilaran we will request that the club carries over the £1900 budgeted to 2007-08 to support Philippines projects next year.

One of the endoscopes sent out last year is missing some parts.  We have been requested to try to source the relevant bits, as it would be a highly valuable piece of equipment.  If this requires funding we may be able to cover that from some of the unspent funds from this year’s budget for the Philippines projects.  RF is to check whether the store of equipment in the USA has the relevant part (JD to provide details).

Wider sourcing of hosp equipment (Richard):
RF is continuing this project, anticipating sending equipment to the Philippines.  JD is to discuss a “shopping list” with the Filipinos during his visit at Easter.

Spectacles (Joe):
On going

Shoe boxes (Mike):
Mike is to discuss with Interact whether they can complete this project.  If not, he will distribute the boxes to the 6 members of the committee for filling or disposal of the boxes; to include a list of acceptable items.

Gap year bursary (Richard / Mike):
Richard has written a short publicity article.  Mike is to discuss this with Allan Dean to get some further publicity in the local press.  There is also the possibility of getting an article in District News & Views.  The item is already on the club web site.

Richard is to consider further whether we can support the second candidate, Heather Joyce, in any way, firstly seeing what involvement she has made with the Rotaract club.

Mike will run the project for next year.  John D is to send him the details of the programme from this year.  Discussions with Fraser Mitchell need to begin in the next few weeks.  We should aim for a fixed budget of £1000 for next year.

Water aid
Cheque to be sent (Marshall)

AOB
During discussions at the last club council it had proved unrealistic to propose any further funding to Mary Barson for her travel to work on Mercy Ships, given the state of the club’s fund raising and budgets for 2006-07.
All the committee were asked to look for potential new club members.

Item 4: Date of next meeting: Monday 2nd April, Sysonby Knoll, after club lunch meeting.  John D apologises for not attending.  Richard is to chair the meeting.


